We propose a novel approach for detecting printed photos from natural scenes using a light-field camera. Our approach exploits the extra information captured by a light-field camera and the multiple views of scene in order to infer a compact feature vector from the variance in the distribution of the depth of the scene. We then use this feature for robust detection of printed photos.
INTRODUCTION
Password based authentication has been shown to be vulnerable in many applications. Recently, in many modern digital devices such as smartphones or laptops, there is an authentication option to replace the password-based authentication with personal face detection-based authentication mechanisms [1] . However, most of such systems suffer from vulnerabilities to intrusion by using a printed photo of the authorized face.
The main reason for such a security weakness in personbased authentication systems is the lack of depth information in traditional color cameras. Consider for example the two images shown in Figure 1 . One of them has been taken from a natural scene and the other is the result of scanning a printed photograph. One can hardly say which one is the natural scene and which one is the print. This example shows that in the image plane, there are few discriminating features available to distinguish a scanned photo from a natural scene.
Thus, in order to be able to distinguish and reject printed photos, we have to capture more than visual data using the sensing device. Modern depth cameras such as the Microsoft Thanks to the CTI for funding this project. Kinect [2] or thermal cameras [3] have been commercialized in recent years and can be used to capture the information necessary to detect printed photos. However, the main problem with such cameras is that the power consumption and the dimensions of the device prevent it from being embedded into mobile consumer devices such as smartphones or tablets.
Another option for extracting extra information from the scenes is using a light-field camera [4] . Light field cameras have received wide attention in recent years due to the commercialization of consumer oriented products such as the Lytro [5] . Light-field analysis has been applied to various problems in computer vision from face recognition [6] to depth estimation [7] . Moreover, successful efforts have been made to embed the light-field imaging capability into mobile devices [8] . Therefore, it is likely that we will have light field cameras in cellphones and we can exploit the extra information these cameras provide from the surrounding scene in order to improve current computer vision methods.
In this paper we propose a simple and efficient algorithm for planar surface detection using a light field camera which can be used for detecting printed photos from natural scenes. Several methods has been recently proposed in the literature for flat surface detection. In [9] , authors propose to detect flat grounds using the disparity map of the scene. Their approach works well for robot stereo vision. However, it is restricted to detecting grounds and can not be generalized to other parts of the scene. Moreover, the algorithm is sensitive to stereo alignment errors.
In [10] , a system is proposed for contour detection in digital TVs. However, their approach relies on color information and does not exploit the depth of the pixels.
[11] analyzes three methods for defect detection in surfaces. The proposed methods depend on laser scanners and controlled industrial environments in order to work properly.
Our proposed approach can robustly and reliably distinguish flat surfaces from natural, deep scenes. The algorithm can be applied to a consumer light-field camera and does not rely on expensive laser scanners or calibration-required stereo cameras. Moreover, the algorithm is robust ro various deformations in the surface such as tilting. Another benefit of our approach is that it doesn't require modifying existing face databases in authentication systems which can be time consuming and expensive.
An important application for our algorithm could be detecting intruders in face detection-based authentication systems. Since light-field cameras are likely to appear in mobile devices in the near future, our algorithm can be easily incorporated into future personal authentication systems of mobile phones and other hand-held devices.
THE PROPOSED APPROACH FOR DETECTING
FLAT SURFACES
The Plenoptic Function and Formation of LightFields
A Plenoptic function is a generalization of a two-dimensional image, in which we have as well as spatial coordinates of the image plane, five more dimensions for the time(t), wavelength (λ) and the position of the camera ( V x , V y , V z ) [12] . This leads to:
Due to the high-dimensionality of the plenoptic function, we usually capture and work with a certain subset of it. A commonly known 3D restriction of the plenoptic function is the x − y − V x slice. This is known as the Epipolar Plane Image [13] or the light-field [14] . Light-fields have attracted a lot of attention in recent years [15, 16, 17, 18] .
Assuming the pinhole camera model and Lambertian surfaces [19] , consider an image sequence, taken by moving the camera V x units along the horizontal axis for each image (i.e the light-field case). Adding a third dimension for the camera location (set to V x ), the mapping from a scene point P = (X, Y, Z)
T to its projection into each image in the sequence can be described as:
This is how a light-field is formed. We infer from (2) two important facts. First, each scene point is mapped to a line (the epipolar line [20] ) in its corresponding x − V x slice (known as the EPI plane [13] ). Moreover, the gradient (slope) of an epipolar line is proportional to the depth (Z value) of the scene.
We will use these properties in deriving our approach for detecting printed photos from natural scenes.
Detecting Flat Surfaces Using the EPI Information
Suppose we capture two images using a light-field camera from the two seces in the Figure 1 . In Figure 2 , we see two of the epipolar planes (i.e. x − V x slices) of the images in figure 1. Now the difference becomes visible: We observe that for the printed photo, all epipolar lines in a plane have the same gradient (slope 1 ). This is absolutely predictable if we recall that the gradient of an epipolar line is proportional to the depth of its corresponding point. This is not the case for a natural scene in which every scene point may potentially lie in a different depth layer and thus the gradients of the lines vary dramatically.
However, the gradients of epipolar lines will not remain the same if we tilt the printed photo in front of the camera. Therefore, a single plane can not provide a robust measure for detecting printed photos. Another important property seen in light field images of the printed photos in figure 2 is the invariance of lines' gradient distribution among the EPI planes. This property is also easily verified by noting the depthlessness property of this type of light fields. We use this property to overcome the problem of non-precise line detection in images. We will use this property in our solution.
The approach we propose is based on extracting a feature vector called the energy feature vector v from all epipolar planes of a light field. The energy feature vector measures the energy or variance of the gradient in the dominant lines among all epipolar planes of a light field. The size of the energy vector is the number of top dominant lines in the plane which are considered.
Therefore, the first step of our algorithm is detecting and estimating the orientation of the lines in each epipolar plane. For the line detection phase, we use the exponential Radon transform (ERT) introduced in [21] . The exponential radon transform is a variant of the well-known Radon transform which is redesigned and optimized for EPI plane analysis. The main benefit of ERT is its parameter space which directly involves lines' gradients (i.e. slopes) which correspond to depth of scene points, rather than orientations which do not have direct meaning in the EPI domain.
After applying the line detection transform to all epipolar planes, we compute the amount of change (i.e. the energy) in the gradient of top k dominant lines along all EPI planes. Concatenated together, the energy of gradients form our kdimensional energy feature vector.
The overall algorithm for planarity based feature extraction in a light field is depicted in Algorithm 1. There are two main reasons why we use an energy based method on all epipolar planes. First, the error in the line detection algorithm makes it difficult to have all dominant lines in the same direction. Moreover, the photo under consideration may not be completely fronto-parallel. Thus, there may be actual changes of gradient in an epipolar plane. Figure 3 depicts the gradients of top five dominant lines in all EPI planes of the natural scene in Figure 1 . Horizontal axis is the index of the dominant lines and vertical axis shows the variance. We can see the high variation in the gradients.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Experimental Setup
For evaluating the accuracy of the proposed system distinguishing natural scenes from printed photos, we used the light field data captured by the Disney research lab Zurich [14] . The Disney research data have been captured using a simple generic setup which allows us to assess the quality of our method regardless of the different camera architectures of current light-field systems . We implemented the energy There are light-field data of five captured scenes in the Disney research dataset: Mansion, Church, Bikes, Couch and statue. We resized all images to have Full HD resolution (1920 × 1080 pixels). The number of views (2D images) in each light-field varies from 51 to 100 images. For each of the scenes, we created a copy light-field by capturing a moving camera image sequence of the printed photo of the middle frame in the original light-field. We executed the experiments with different values of k to see the effects.
Analysis of the Energy Feature Vectors
The 2 -norm of the extracted energy feature vectors for each of the scenes are depicted in Table 1 for k = 5 and k = 10. We can see that the 2 -norms for copy light-fields are close to zero, close to each other and distinct from those of original light-fields.
Regarding the effect of k, we see in table 1 that increasing the value of k causes increase in the 2 -norm of variations. The main reason for this phenomenon is that the line detection error is higher when detecting parameters (including orientation) of the less dominant lines since they are shorter (composed of less points). Figure 4 depicts the k-dimensional energy vector corresponding to the original and copy light-fields of the Disney research dataset, for k = 5. Here we again see that components in the copy light-field are very close to zero. 
Further Experiments and Comparison with the State-of-the-art
In order to further validate our algorithm and assess its robustness, we created a dataset of various light-fields, both flat and non-flat (i.e. natural). To capture the dataset, we used the Lytro consumer light-field camera [5] . The dataset consists of 50 light-fields of printed photos and 50 light-fields of natural scenes. We applied various degrees of tilting to the printed light-fields to evaluate the robustness of our algorithm. We set the distance between the camera and the scene from 5 to 25 centimeters which is comparable to the case when one want the camera to do face detection. Although the Lytro has a low angular resolution, it captures enough depth variations for the energy vectors to work, as we will see below..
In the Table 2 , we see the performance of our approach on the Lytro dataset as a confusion matrix. To model and test our feature vectors in a classification setting, we used Bayesian classification with leave-one-out cross-validation [22] .
We can see in the Table 2 that the energy vectors perform very well in detecting printed photos using a low angular resolution commercial Lytro camera. The results is important since it shows that the algorithm does not need a wide baseline to perform well in practical applications. Moreover, we used a very simple pattern recognition algorithm such that the performance of the feature vectors is not influenced by the machine learning part of our approach. Higher accuracy may be achieved by using more robust recognition algorithms such as Gaussian processes or the SVM [22] .
Regarding failure cases, we observed that they mostly occur in situations where the distance of the scene from the cam- era is far more than the camera baseline and therefore the resulting depth variation is less than what is required by the algorithm to be detected as natural (non-flat).
We also compared our results with the state-of-the-art widely-used Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature descriptor [23] . Our results show superior performance over HOG. This is mostly because our algorithm exploits light-field information whereas HOG doesn't. Table 3 depicts the time complexity of the feature vector computation for the Disney dataset. The time complexity of the feature extraction depends on the size of the image and the number of sub-views. The results in Table 3 show that the time complexity is not highly dependent on the value of k. The reason for this could be that the most time-consuming part of the algorithm which is the exponential radon Transform, runs independently of the value of k.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Light-field cameras are interestingly popular and will be showing in mobile industry in the future. Our proposed approach can be a reliable way of improving the security of user authentication systems exploiting the unique features of these new cameras. Moreover, there are many other application of the proposed method which can improve upon current computer vision algorithms. For examples, detecting billboards or windows in outdoor scenes can be improved by using a light field camera and exploiting the property of same-orientation lines.
The algorithm for computing energy vectors and performing the final detection can be improved in many ways. First, the energy can be replaced by other diversity-sensitive measures such as PCA. The line detection algorithm may also be replaced by a more robust one or by orientation detection algorithms. The average orientation of edges in the each EPI plane can also be used as a measure of how depth distribution changes in each EPI plane.
We may also study the limits of the algorithms, for example in terms of the number of sub-aperture views.
